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In a nutshell

Is QUIC used for DoS attacks?

Yes.

Network telescopes allow us to observe these attacks.
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QUIC: New protocol, well-known foundations.

By implementation, based on UDP.

Prevents ossification by middleboxes.
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UDP TCP

By design, akin to TCP.

Connection-oriented, base for HTTP/3.



A typical QUIC handshake (1-RTT) 
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Problem?
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During the first round-trip, the server responds to an unverified source.



Reflective amplification attacks?
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QUIC RFC forbids responses to unverified clients larger than 3x request.
Many UDP-based protocols exist with a higher amplification factor.

UNLIKELY



Randomly spoofed QUIC INITIAL floods 
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Randomly spoofed QUIC INITIAL floods
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3. Network telescope observes part of the responses. 
They are a common vantage point to infer resource exhaustion attacks.
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Setup: Passive traffic capture@UCSD telescope.

/9
April 2021

QUIC Scans

QUIC Backscatter

TCP Scans

TCP Backscatter

ICMP, GRE, UDP ...
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How to detect QUIC backscatter@telescope?

We use Wireshark to detect QUIC traffic based on 
the payload (DPI), not only by ports. 

We detected 92M QUIC packets.

Then, we identify scans and backscatter:

a) QUIC requests are part of scanning activities.

b) QUIC responses are backscatter due to QUIC floods.
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Was data sanitization necessary? Yes:
Research scanners dominate QUIC IBR
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In 2022, we see 
also Censys scans.



Erratic response traffic hints at DoS events
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*sanitized

*



Sources of QUIC traffic in the telescope
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Backscatter, but are response 
sessions really DDoS events?



How to infer DoS attacks?

We apply a common* method and thresholds to identify attacks.

1. Group packets from the same source into sessions:
      idle timeout == 5 minutes

1.      Response (backscatter) sessions are an attack if:
      > 60 seconds, > 25 packets, and maximum PPS > 0.5
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* Moore, David, et al. "Inferring internet denial-of-service activity."
ACM Transactions on Computer Systems (TOCS) 24.2 (2006): 115-139.



How many attacks did you find?

2905
QUIC floods in April 2021.
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58% 25%

Victims



This trend remains even if we apply
10x stricter DoS detection thresholds. 
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more strictrelaxed



A closer look at a single victim
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Concurrent attack Sequential attacks



Multi-vector attacks are common:
QUIC INITIAL and TCP SYN floods co-occur
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A mitigation option: QUIC RETRY. 
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Similar to TCP SYN cookies, RETRY messages 
force the client to return with a unique token.

This proves its authenticity but adds 
a full round-trip to the connection setup.

https://www.br.de/nachrichten/bayern/anstehen-statt-einloggen-warum-behoerden-noch-kaum-digital-sind



Do QUIC floods really work? Yes,
NGINX is vulnerable without RETRY.
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Do QUIC floods really work? Yes,
NGINX is vulnerable without RETRY.
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More CPUs just
delay the problem Enabling RETRY 

prevents the DoS



Do we want the QUIC RETRY option?

In 2021, no RETRY packets in the DoS backscatter.
RETRY is not used by the large content providers under attack.

This is not about NGINX (or any other implementation).
This is a fundamental QUIC design challenge.
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Update: April 2021 vs January 2022

Number of QUIC INITIAL floods doubled. We now identify off-net 
servers, which reveals even more attacks on Google and Facebook.

First attacks on Cloudflare visible.

Two cases of DoS events mitigated by RETRY packets :).
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Conclusion & Outlook

Can we fine-tune the DoS thresholds?

Is the deployment of RETRY worth the cost?
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QUIC INITIAL floods are an actively misused (multi-)attack vector.

We detected and quantified QUIC DoS attacks using a network telescope. 



More details?

Full paper, ACM IMC 2021

https://doi.org/10.1145/3487552.3487840
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.01106.pdf

Artifacts available

https://zenodo.org/record/5504169
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